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Welcome to the RoundTables for Experienced Managers
Responsible leadership is a worthy aspiration for anyone in managerial and
entrepreneurial roles. But it's not easy, and there is no recipe or formula: it is always
made and consumed in real time, uniquely to each situation. Yet there are some
common ingredients which can be summarised in terms of five managerial mindsets reflective, analytic, worldly, collaborative and action-oriented. Bringing these into the
scope of very complex, fast-changing contexts, is the aim of this programme. We invite
you to join us, along with other experienced managers, to work on some of the details
that make responsible leadership a real possibility in every job.
RoundTables for Experienced Managers programme is a one week intensive workshop
in which experienced managers look deeply and critically into the way they frame and
tackle current managerial challenges, drawing on the insights of experienced peers
from all over the world, and using advanced consulting methods to devise effective
solutions. Appropriate conceptual frameworks are introduced by faculty to assist in this
sense-making and analysis.
The RoundTables requires your active participation, willingness to discuss your current
dilemmas, and especially your curious, intelligent questioning of your peers and faculty.
It is for people who prefer an independent and creative approach to learning.
Since the start of Covid we have run these RoundTables on-line, enabling participation
from all over the world at reasonable cost. I hope you will join us.
Prof. Jonathan Gosling

Who are the participants?
The programme is suitable only for people
who are currently holding managerial
responsibility. This could mean you are in
substantial management jobs, you manage
projects, a professional team, or a social
movement. It is not suitable for full-time
students, even if you have substantial work
experience in your previous careers,
because we work on real, current
challenges.
In 2022, our cohort will be joining us from
Europe, Asia and Africa.

Company visits
Participants will visit (on-line) each others'
businesses and learn how managers from other
sectors and cultures approach the conundrums
that are inherent to managerial responsibility. This
context provides opportunities to compared
discuss the effects of major issues such as climate
change, globalisation, gender relations and so
forth.

Accreditation
The programme is accredited at Masters level by
several of the partner business schools, forming an
elective module in EMBA and similar programmes,
including a professional PhD, or as a stand-alone
‘executive education’ course. We can help with
integration into a curriculum or into an Exec Ed
portfolio.

Schedule at a glance
Monday Managing and leading – How are they are done in practice? Setting up the learning network –
Introducing the resources in the group and our way of working.
Tuesday Below the surface of management - Unseen workings of power, influence and responsibility.
Wednesday Accomplishing management – In-depth observations of management in real organisations.
Thursday Managing in action – Case-by-case consultation on the actions you can take.
Friday Impact that matters – The effects of good management on wider society and value-creation.
What you will learn on these days:
During the first two days you will learn how to analyse the 'soft influencing' processes of management.
The focus will be your own managerial and leadership work, and clarifying what 'good' looks and feels like.
This will be an international, multi-cultural and multi-lingual group, so appreciating the 'differences that
matter' is a fruitful challenge. It will require a truly worldly mindset. You will learn how to use the 'coaching
ourselves' approach.
By the third day we will be ready to explore diverse business ecosystems, and you will visit (on-line) the
workplaces and meet colleagues of other class members - as they will visit your workplace and
colleagues. (Preparation for this is part of the pre-course assignment). This is a unique opportunity to
compare managerial cultures and to gain external perspectives on your workplace. The focus on realities
of participants' managerial and leadership work is a unique, highly valued aspect of this programme.
On the fourth day - Thursday - you will learn and deploy a dynamic, structured consulting method to reframe your own managerial challenges. This will be one of several practical take-aways from the course.
On the fifth day we concentrate on purpose, leadership and community-ship. Our individual working lives,
the organisations we serve and the communities we belong to can really make a difference towards a
better world. There's no preaching - but tough and important questions to address.
What the programme gives you:
The 5 mindsets of management: Reflective, analytic, worldly, collaborative and action
Practical peer-learning methods - coaching ourselves
Cross-cultural understanding
International network
Work alongside world-leading professors
Consultancy on your own managerial challenges and opportunities
Leadership development
Soft skills for managing
Certification by renowned business schools

We will host the programme on Zoom. 9am-2pm GMT
with regular breaks throughout.
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Meet the Faculty
Prof. Jonathan Gosling
Co-Founder, Director and Host- UK
Emeritus Professor at Exeter University
and Founder and Director at Pelumbra.
He was co-founder of the One Planet
MBA and is Lead Faculty with the Forward
Institute in the UK. He co-founded this
‘RoundTables’ programme with Henry
Mintzberg in 2006. Jonathan works with
talented researchers, consultants and
organisational insiders to collectively
make a significant impact on both the
understanding and practice of leadership
in contexts as varied as malaria
elimination, national defence, food supply
chains and small business development.

Dr. Charlotte von Bülow
Faculty- UK

Dr Charlotte von Bülow is Senior
Lecturer in Leadership at Bristol
Business School, University of the West
of England, and Founder of Crossfields
Institute. After twenty years in the
private sector as an entrepreneur, CEO,
educator, coach, consultant and
governor, her research and publications
are anchored in lived experience and
practice.

Prof. Richard Bolden
Faculty- UK
Professor of Leadership and Management,
Richard Bolden established, and became
Director of, Bristol Leadership Centre at the
University of the West of England. In 2016
it relaunched as Bristol Leadership and
Change Centre, one of the largest and most
active university-based centres of its kind.

Prof. Mias De Klerk

Faculty- South Africa
University of Stellenbosch-Professor in
leadership and human capital management
at the University of Stellenbosch Business
School, where he is also the Head of
Research. He has 30 years industry
experience as a manager and organizational
development consultant in fields such as
leadership development, business ethics,
coaching, personal and organizational
transformation.

Miriam Gage
Faculty- UK

Kentaro Ilijima
Faculty- Japan

Yokohama National University (YNU) From his 40-year experience at Fujitsu
HR, he established his company,
Kentaro office, in Tokyo in 2016. He
participated in IMPM (International
Master Program for Managers) and he
has been promoting Coaching Ourselves
in Japan for more than 10 years and in
2018 he became Co-Director of IMPM
Japan Module, which is held at YNU. He
is also an adjunct lecturer, Yokohama
Business School (YNU).

Miriam works as a Coach specialising in
Personal Development challenges. She is
an experienced facilitator of large groups,
providing them with resources to expand
their strengths and leadership in an everchanging world. She is currently focused
on designing and facilitating leadership
programmes and conferences for
universities such as McGill (visiting
professor) and The RoundTables for
Experienced Managers.

Partner Schools
Our partner schools bring a diversity of cultures, languages and managerial
challenges to the group, so that together we can explore how things get done in a crosscultural world, and how to work more effectively.
Our current partners are:

About Pelumbra
Pelumbra is a consultancy dedicated to understanding the
more complex, subtle and nuanced aspects of power and
responsibility in the modern world. We host this and other
programmes around the world, retreats for thoughtful creativity,
and offer individual coaching.
You can find out more about the company and the other
programmes we run at: www.pelumbra.com

